Pictures of the Novembre Numérique Lubumbashi 2018 event

Novembre Numérique, the international festival of digital cultures, is organized by the French Institute and the French cultural network on all 5 continents.

Novembre Numérique is aimed at the general international public, whatever their age, and presents digital creation in all its forms: shows, performances, exhibitions, concerts... Young audiences will be able to explore digital tools and uses, discover playful applications and divert cultural content.

It is on this occasion that ITOT Africa in collaboration with WikiSuite presented all the applications that make up WikiSuite, including Tiki mainly and the power of trackers in particular.

This event took place on November 13th in Lubumbashi, DRC at the Halle de l'étoile (the headquarters of the French Institute).
WikiSuite: The most comprehensive and integrated Open Source enterprise solution.
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Related links

- https://web.facebook.com/events/577645349349012/
- https://web.facebook.com/itotafrica/photos/rpp.1124476540905559/2227103087309560/?type=3&theater
- https://web.facebook.com/itotafrica/photos/a.1223594367660442/2232601773426358/?type=3&theater
- https://novembrenumerique.fr/fr/evenements/
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